Watercolour - The Draftsman and his Model

Object: Watercolour

Place of origin: Britain (probably, made)

Date: ca. 1900s (made)
1911 (exhibited)


Materials and Techniques: Pencil and watercolour

Credit Line: Alfred W. Rich Bequest

Museum number: P.179-1929

Gallery location: Prints & Drawings Study Room, room WS, case R, shelf 73, box R

Descriptive line
Watercolour drawing entitled 'The Draftsman and his Model' by Sir William N. M. Orpen. Irish, ca. early 20th century.

Physical description
Pencil and watercolour drawing entitled 'The Draftsman and his Model'.

Dimensions
Height: 17.25 in, Width: 24.125 in

Museum number
P.179-1929

Object history note

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O128834/the-draftsman-and-his-model-watercolour-orpen-william-newenham/